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SUMMARY 
This report documents the work performed under base funding for the first year of 
DMC-8657599, 1987 Presidential Investigator Award. 
Digital Equipment Corporation has agreed to provide first year matching funds in 
the form of new equipment. 
=--........ Five areas of research investigation are documented including work performed 
under a Research Experiences for Undergraduates Supplement. Due to sponsor 
interest, two areas are specifically targeted for continued research in the second base 
year. 
A bibliography lists the publications produced during the covered period. 
INDUSTRIAL SPONSOR MATCHING FUNDS 
In order to attract industrial matching funds, the initial year of funding was used to 
explore several areas of robot technology. This has resulted in the Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) External Research Group making a $37,500 grant for new 
equipment. 
The sponsored research focuses on sensor-based robots in automated manufacturing 
systems. The topic is the outcome of technical discussions with DEC representatives in 
which their needs were matched with the capabilities and interests of the investigator. A 
fundamental aspect of the arrangement is technology transfer, for which compatible 
equipment is advantageous. Although this work has potential applications for the 
sponsor, it is specifically basic research which is relevant to an advanced manufacturing 
capability. 
TECHNICAL SUMMARY 
The research performed for the initial year is grouped into five topics along with the 
associated publications. A brief description is given on the topic, results, and the 
relevance of the research. 
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• Sensor-Based Robots in Automated Manufacturin~ Systems [1] - New 
manufacturing systems are using off-line CAD generated data bases for the control of 
workcell robots. The off-line data bases provide nominal geometric models. Due to 
unmodelled e1fects, coarse CAD resolutions, and other system errors, these 
discrepancies may seriously impede or preclude the intended system function. The goal 
•uf this work is to use robot sensors to modify on-line, data base generated commands for 
the compensation of sensed discrepancies. 
The basic method is to use the data base to create a nominal local model of the task 
using screw theory. This model is then modified using position, velocity and end-effector 
force/torque sensing. Robot commands are then altered to ensure that they are 
consistent with the task model. As far as the investigator is aware, this work is entirely 
new. It has the potential to enhance automated transfer of CAD to CAM by 
compensating for modelling and workcell discrepancies. 
• Automated Robot and Workcell Calibration [2] -This work is an outgrowth of the 
above research on sensor-based robots. A large amount of work has been done on the 
calibration of robots. Most calibration techniques involve using expensive and labor-
intensive equipment such as theodolites for accurate yet time-consuming results. A new 
algorithm has been developed which compensates simultaneously for both errors in the 
geometrical parameters of the robot as well as any displacement of the workpiece. A 
unique aspect of the algorithm is that the workpiece displacements are not limited to 
small motions. Further, it has been determined changes in various robot dimensions are 
equivalent to rigid body motions and thus cannot be separated from the workpiece 
motion. However, since the algorithm simultaneously compensates for these 
phenomena, their delineation is not necessary for improved robot performance. A 
proposed calibration procedure uses a force/torque sensor to collect calibration data. 
This is a simple routine that can be automatically performed before each piece is 
processed. 
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• Root-Locus Analysis of Robot JGnematics [3,4,5] - Given a specified position and 
orientation of the robot end-effector, the inverse kinematic solution yields the necessary 
joint angles to configure the manipulator. Using the tangent of half joint angles, it is 
possible to describe the solution in terms of roots of polynomial equations. By varying 
the end-effector location, the polynomial roots change and describe a pattern in 
=--w~nfiguration space. This technique is widely used in the field of automatic controls 
where it is known as the root-locus. It is used for examining the stability and response of 
transfer functions by analyzing the characteristic polynomial equation. The technique is 
facilitated by utilizing the open-loop poles and zeros. 
A new analysis of manipulator kinematics is developed by transferring the root-locus 
method from control theory. Since inverse kinematics is highly nonlinear, it is somewhat 
of a challenge to select linear variable parameters which are required by the root-locus 
method. However, this enables the use of standard computer application programs for 
controls to be utilized for kinematics. 
An important result is that root-locus breakpoints correspond to singular 
configurations of the robot. By adjusting the open-loop poles and zeros it is possible to 
change the location of manipulator singularities which create difficulties in robot control. 
Thus the root-locus provides an alternative method for robot design and analysis. It is 
believed the method may be successfully extended to robots with complex designs which 
are not easily analyzed by traditional means. 
• Sin~larit.y Analysis of Manipulators [6,7] - This research focuses on obtaining 
insight into the design of robot manipulators by examining their singular properties. The 
long term goal is to design robot geometries by placing singularities at specified locations 
in the joint configuration space. This is highly analogous to methods used in automatic 
control system design. There the singularities of the closed-loop transfer functions, i.e. 
the system eigenvalues, are manipulated to produce a desired response. 
The initial investigation has made an exhaustive enumeration of singularities and 
their simultaneous occurrence for several representative industrial robots. Although 
much has been published on singularities, this line of investigation appears new. The 
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enumeration of singularities is performed by a novel recursive method where primary 
singular configurations yield the possible secondary and ternary cases. The 
interpretation of the resulting conditions is simplified by developing expressions in terms 
of cartesian vectors. A numerical technique is also presented which enables the 
identification of a special class of singularities known as stationary configurations. 
• Manual Controller Development (REU) [8] -This research was performed under 
the NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates Supplement. The basic goal is to 
simplify the programming of industrial robots. This is done by using the natural manual 
motion capabilities of the human for a teach-by-showing capacity. 
To implement this activity a general six degree-of-freedom manual controller (i.e. 
joystick) was fabricated. The position of the handgrip is sensed by potentiometers at the 
controller joints. A Motorola M68HC11 Evaluation Board is used to provide a stand-
alone interface and computational capability. It contains an 8-bit CPU, A/D converters, 
EEPROM, and serial and parallel 1/0 ports. The board is used to sample the 
potentiometer voltages using the A/D converters, filter the data, and output the data to 
an ffiM XT PC via a RS233 serial interface. 
Due to the computational limitations of the Evaluation Board, the PC is used to 
convert potentiometer voltages into joint angles and the controller handgrip location. 
The system runs at approximately 70Hz. This is sufficiently fast for future interface with 
a PUMA robot which requires updates at only a 37 Hz rate. 
SUMMARY OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED 
In the second year of this grant the Investigator is focussing on the two areas of 
interest supported by the Sponsor. 
For Sensor-Base Robots in Manufacturing, basic research will be performed 
developing and evaluating algorithms to implement on-line model and robot command 
modification. Work will also be started in the generation of local models from CAD 
based data. 
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The work in Automated Robot and Workcell Calibration will be extended and 
developed algorithmatically. A demonstration of the techniques will be initiated using a 
PUMA robot and an end·effector force/torque cell. The results are expected to be 
transferrable directly to the industrial sponsor. 
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SUMMARY 
This report documents the work performed under base funding for the second year 
of DMC-8657599, 1987 Presidential Investigator Award. 
Digital Equipment Corporation has agreed to provide second year matching funds 
in the form of new equipment. 
Three areas of research investigation are documented, force/torque control of 
parallel mechanisms, design of fourth order manipulators, and design of sensor-based 
placement machines for surface mount technology. 
INDUSTRIAL SPONSOR MATCHING FUNDS 
The exploratory research in the previous year, was used to solicit a grant from 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) External Research Group. The $37,500 grant is 
for new equipment and is subjected to the university 17% discount in determining the 
matching funding. 
The sponsored research focuses on sensor-based pick-and-place machines in the 
electronics industry. The topic is the outcome of technical discussions with DEC 
representatives in which their needs were matched with the capabilities and interests of 
the investigator. This represents a new area of research for the investigator. A 
fundamental aspect of the arrangement is technology transfer. Although this work has 
potential applications for the sponsor, it is specifically basic research which is relevant to 
an advanced manufacturing capability. 
TECHNICAL SUMMARY 
The research performed for the second year is grouped into three topics. A brief 
description is given on the topic, results, relevance of the research, and future directions. 
Force/Torque Control of Parallel Mechanisms -This work builds upon the results 
of the hybrid control research in the previous year. Newer robotic devices include a 
large degree of parallelism in the geometric design. These include dexterous hands, 
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walking machines, and multiple serial n1anipulators grasping a single rigid body. In the 
control of these devices, forces and torques are transmitted between the con1ponent 
active systems as well as to the external system. The control of forces and torques leads 
to the formulation of an underconstrained set of equations since the problem is generally 
statically indeterminate. Previous researchers have suggested various approaches using a 
pseudoinverse solution. A unified framework has been developed in which the various 
techniques can be compared and evaluated. The basis of this has been to formulate the 
problem into a constrained optimization problem and identify the physical significance of 
the Lagrangian multipliers. These represent the axis coordinates of a single screw 
quantity. The screw fully characterizes the force/torque distribution of the particular 
solution and leads to efficient methods of calculation. The cases of point contact (force 
transmission of fingers), full constraint (rigid grasping by cooperating robots), and 
generalized contact are all analyzed on a common basis. In particular, it has been shown 
that some popular solutions do not yield invariant solutions when the units of length are 
altered. This is a very serious shortcoming. Future work will integrate the homogeneous 
solution into the screw description. The work in this research area currently constitutes 
the thesis topic for a Ph.D. student. 
Desi~n and Analysis of Fourth Order Robots - Most industrial manipulators are 
based on one or two simple kinematic designs. They enable the inverse kinematic 
position equations to be solved using quadratic equations. It is important to have a 
simple solution for real-time planning and control. These robots have been well studied. 
The next most simple manipulator requires the solution of a fourth order equation in its 
inverse kinematic solution. Almost no information is known about these robots. This is 
a very important class of robots since a fourth order polynomial is the maximum degree 
which can be calculated using a closed-form algebraic solution. A new technique for 
analyzing robots with fourth order inverse kinematics has been discovered. This 
technique restates the solution of the inverse kinematics problem as a pencil of conics. 
The four solutions correspond to the four common points to all of the conics in the 
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pencil. Fourth order robots can be classified using the well known invariants of conics. 
In the conic representation, the order of the solution reduces when one of the conics in 
the pencil becomes degenerate and noncentral and thus includes second order 
kinematics solutions as a special case. The conics technique holds great pronuse for 
introducing new classes of robots along with the ability to analyze them using elementary 
geometry. Future research is directed to extending the technique to higher order robots. 
The conics method research forms the basis for a Ph.D. thesis. 
Desi~ _ of Sensor-Based Pick-and-Place Machines for Surface Mount Technolo~­
The pick-and-place assembly machine is one of the most expensive and critical pieces of 
equipment in a surface mount technology (SMT) manufacturing line. Typically, SM 
pick-and-place equipment constitutes about 50% of the total capital investment required 
for a medium volume SM line. A basic factor in determining true assembly machine 
efficiency is the yield, the number of SM components accurately placed. Without guiding 
leads of holes, yield depends almost entirely on machine placement reliability, which in 
turns depends on machine repeatability. SM assembly machines vary widely in 
capabilities. Equipment capable of high speed placement usually has low accuracy and 
flexibility capabilities. For fine-pitch assembly the machines have lower cycle times but 
are typically more flexible in the types of components that can be handled. The research 
in this area addresses the particular needs of the industrial sponsor and represents a new 
research direction for the investigator. Initial work has-been to assess the technology 
state-of-the-art. Surprisingly, there has been relatively little material published in 
scholarly journals on placement machine technology. Several reasons are suggested for 
this. First, most of the placement machines are now made in Japan and thus does not 
promote English language publication. Second, most of the companies involved consider 
their research as entirely proprietary, even though it may contain substantial generic 
issues. Third, this is an area which has not yet attracted researchers in the academic 
field, even though electronics manufacturing is an important area of wealth generation 
for a country. The current assessment shows that there are only three basic designs for 
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SM placement machines, gantry, split axis, and turret head. All of these use dual 
cameras for placement accuracy. In order to address the more demanding needs of fine-
pitch components, the trend appears to be to fine tune these existing arrangements. In 
this research, new placement machine systems are being investigated to address the 
requirements of increased placement accuracy and the capability of handling varied chip 
packages. Two basic issues are being examined, the machine structure and the sensing 
integration. While direct sensing of the chip leads on the printed circuit board pads 
provides a manner of increasing accuracy, it severely limits component variety. Future 
work will investigate a hybrid type of design which uses a vision system to track the chip 
tooling and provide increased flexibility and accuracy over currents .machines. This work 
currently forms the basis for an M.S. thesis. 
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Summary 
This report documents the work performed under base funding for the third year 
of DMC-8657599, 1987 Presidential Investigator Award. Five areas of research 
investigation are documented: fourth order robot kinematics, complex number robot 
kinematics, force/torque control of robotic mechanisms, elastic robots, and surface mount 
placement machines. The last topic addresses the interests of the industrial sponsor, 
Digital Equipment Corporation. 
Technical Summaries: 
I 
1. Design and Analysis of Fourth Order Robots (with D. Smith). 1ne inverse 
kinematic solution for a robot is the. most fundamental problem for control. Almost 
all industrial robots are designed to have the most simple inverse kinematic solution 
which is solvable by a series of quadratic polynomial equations. 1hls makes up a 
rather limited class of robots. The next higher class solves fourth order polynormal 
equations. The first analysis of these robots is over twenty years old. Due to its 
complexity, no significant research has been performed since. For example, each 
polynomial coefficient may contain hwtdreds of terms which are functions of the 
robot dimensions. 'This class of robots is particularly significant since a fourth degree 
equation is the highest polynomial that can be solved algeoraically in closed form. 
Such solutions are important to guarantee real-t.Une control. A new teclmique has 
been developed to analyze fourth degree robots and by exteP..sion, fourt.h degree 
polynomials. Using a form natural to robot kinematics, the problem is transformed 
into the investigation of a linear pencil of conics. Using the well-known invariants of 
conics, all such robots can be given a unique classification. Because of the 
complexity of the problem, it is necessary to use a symbolic manipulation program 
(Mathematica). Two important applications have been made. First, it has been 
discovered that degenerate conic pencils, which always contain a pair of straight 
lines, yields the criteria for fourth order robots to degenerate into the simpler second 
order robots. For robots which contain a wrist (the most common), seven second 
order robots have been found, five of whlch are previously unknown and have 
potential industrial application. Second, the conic representation has been used to 
evaluate the workspace properties of fourth order robots. 1hls includes the 
indentification of workspace singularities which must always be considered in robot 
control. The curknt work in this area is essentially complete. It is believed that the 
.I 
method of studying invariants can be applied to the study of more complex robots. 
2. Complex Number Kinematics of Manipulators (with E. Pohl). The i11.verse 
kinematic procedure detennines the joint angles that position a robot at a specified 
location. If the robot can reach the location then the joint angles are all real. 1hls 
work is the first to consider the case of complex joint angles. These occur if the 
specified location is outside of the robot workspace. Thus, it requires complex joint 
angles to . move the robot to a physically unattainable location. While this may seem 
purely acadenuc, there are actually some very useful applicatjons. Since complex 
. angles cannot be actuated, it i<5 necessary to map thetn into real angles. The most 
fundamental mapping is simply to dtop the imaginary part of the angle. This is also 
used in developing other mappings. The result is that even though the robot cannot 
-2 -
execute the originally specified motion, it executes an alternative one given by the 
mapping. In some sense this approximates the motion. For several types of industrial 
robots, it has been shown that it provides the closest robot position. Importantly, the 
computational expense can be almost neglig!ble, depending on the selected algorithm. 
There are two basic algorithms. In the first, as soon as a complex angle is 
encountered, it is transformed into a real angle and then used to compute the 
remaining angles. This is the most efficient computationally since it can be done 
using all real functions. The second method is to use complex arithmetic tlrroughout 
the calculations until the fmal step where the complex angles are mapped into real 
ones. While there is virtually no increase in programming difficultly over the real 
case, all variables and functions must be computed using the complex forms. A 
I 
useful application,. is to the control of teleoperator systems \vhere a hmnan directly 
controls a robot using a joystick or a button box. It is relatively easy to specify 
locations outside of the robot worlr.space. Ordinarily, the syste:m would stop the robot 
once an impossible location is specified. Tills significantly degrades performance. 
Using the complex angle mapping provides a graceful means of recovery which in 
many cases provides an optimal alternative motion. Another application is to task 
plarming for the interception of an object coming into the workspace, often placed 
there by another robot. While still unreachable, the robot can be commanded to grasp 
the objec~ and it will respond with some alternative motion. When the object first 
enters into the workspace, the robot will be pre.cisely located at the boundary to 
- intercept it. Since this form of task planning requires so little computational 
overhead, it can be computed in real time. Further applications of the complex 
method extend to the dynamics and control of mechanical systems. 
3. Analysis of Cooperating Robotic Mecluznisms (with J. Joh). Cooperating robotic 
mechanisms include: dexterous hands, walking machines, and multiple ann robots. 
Typically, these are underconstrained systems which are statically indeterminate. The 
control of forces and torques in these systems is an important and fundaffiental issue. 
Most previous work has utilized the pseudoinverse solution yielding a minimum 
norm solution. By approaching the problem as a constrained optimization proble~ a 
unified method has been developed in which many previous results are included and 
several new ones appear. Central to the problem is the interpretation of he 
Lagrangian multipliers as a physical quantity. Geometrically, they represent the 
coordinates of a screw quantity. It fully specifies the distribution of forces and 
I 
torques in the system and leads to efficient calculation tnethods. By adding an 
additional quadratic constraint, a unique kinematic eigenvalue problem has been 
identified, the properties of which are under study. The overall formulation is also 
being extended to another class of underdetennined robots, redundant manipulators 
(containing more than six independent joints). The results are dualistic to the ones 
obtained for the force distribution of cooperating mechanistn.s. 
4. Elastic Robotic Systems (with T. Patterson). The inhe:.:ent compliance of a 
manipulator effects its control and performance. Most investigators have 
concentrated efforts on compensating for the effects of compliance in manipulation. 
There are relatively limited previous investigations into the structure of robot 
compliance. The investigation focusses on the eigensystem of a six by six 
compliance matrix which similtaneously transforms forces and torques into linear and 
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rotational defonnations. The problem is not straightforward due to the fact that the 
action and the displacements are actually in two different types of screw coordinates. 
A proper ·eigenvalue problem can only be developed by introducing a coordinate 
transfonnation which changes the positive definite compliance matrix into an 
indefinite matrix. A similar result applies to the stiffness matrix. By themselves, the 
eigenvectors do not seem to convey useful infonnation, but C'..an be used to develop 
some important properties. The foremost result is the classification of robot 
compliance according to the number of existing compliant axes. A compliant axis is 
a central concept in robotics. It has the properties that a force along the axis produces 
a parallel linear displacement and a rotation about the axis creates a parallel reaction 
couple. These axes are useful since they greatly simplify the understanding of spatial 
compliance. A hecessary and sufficient condition has been detennined for their 
/ 
existence in tenns of the eigensystem. A second eigenvalue problem has been 
developed whose solution generalizes the concept of compliant axes. This allows a 
further refmement in classification and is applicable to systems which other have no 
ordinary compliant axes. Further work will explore the extremal properties of these 
solutions and extend the results to kinematically constrained models. 
5. Assembly Machines for Fine-Pitch Surface Mount Technology (w 'th M. 
Shartouny ). Circuit board assembly with fine pitch surface mount components 
requires accurate micropositioning. Cuttent placement machines use gantry style 
geometries with integrated vision systems to increase their placement accuracy. For 
most systems, vision is used prior to placetnent to inspect the component and locate it 
relative to the printed wiring board. In some systems, increased precision is obtained 
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by actively tl'acldng the component during placement using a specially aimed camera 
mounted to the placement ann. Tills method requires camera realigrunent for each 
type of component, and is thus limited in application. An alternative is to have fixed 
cameras focussing on targets affixed to th~ placement ann to direct component 
alignment. All assembly needs to be done at approximately the same location so it is 
necessary to shuttle the board on an X-Y table. It is also necessary for the ann to 
position the tooling accurately enough to be \\rJthin the fields of view. 1be ctUTent 
work is to develop a model of the placement machine. Since most prec1s1on 
assembly is done at low s~eds, a static deflection model is appropriate. Tlus will 
provide basic information to determine the practicallity of using fixed camera 
locations for placement ann tracking. If deflections are large compared to the 
required placemen~ accuracies, then frequent recalibration may be necessary. Tills is 
undesireable for a production system. The model will also be used to suggest 
improvements in the basic machine structure to increase accuracy. These wi11 be 
summarized into a set of design guidelines. 
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Summary 
This report documents the work performed under base funding for the fourth 
year of DMC-8657599, 1987 Presidential Investigator Award. In the past year, 
research has concentrated on four areas of investigation: complex number robot 
kinematics, force/torque control of robotic mechanisms, elastic robots, and surface 
mount placement machines. Work in these areas is essentially complete with two 
Ph.D.s to graduate this June and one to graduate in August. Additionally, one Ph.D. 
graduated in June 1990 with the corresponding research detailed in the previous 
annual report. Upcoming work will concentrate on the design of robotic bracing 
systems for manufacturing processes. This will make extensive use of our work on 
elastic robotic systems. 
Technical Summaries: 
1. Complex Number Kinematics of Manipulators (with E. Pohl). This work continues 
the research of the previous year. The inverse kinematic procedure determines 
the joint angles that position a robot at a specified location. If the robot can 
reach the location then th~ joint angles are all real. This work is the first to 
consider the case of complex joint angles. These occur if the specified location is 
outside of the robot workspace. Since complex angles cannot be actuated, it is 
necessary to map them into real angles. The result is that the robot executes an 
alternative motion. For several types of industrial robots, it has been shown that 
it provides the closest robot position. Importantly, the computational expense 
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can be almost negligible. A useful application is to teleoperator systems where a 
human directly controls a robot using a joystick or a button box. Ordinarily, the 
system would stop the robot once an impossible location is specified. The 
complex angle mapping provides a graceful means of recovery which in many 
cases provides an optimal alternative motion. The principal contributions of this 
year's research has been the discovery of new complex-to-real mappings, an 
analysis of their properties, and the extension of the technique to velocity 
control. The velocity control work also incorporates a new method of robot 
control near singularities, which currently plague all robots. Essentially, the 
mapping method approximates the velocity control using a second order 
approximation of the motion. While this requires the solution of a system of 
polynomial equations, the multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson technique has 
proven efficient. This is because the previous robot position provides a good 
initial guess for the new joint angles. 
2. Analysis of Cooperating Robotic Mechanisms (with]. ]oh). This work continues 
research on cooperating robotic mechanisms e.g., dexterous hands, walking 
machines, multiple arm robots, and redundantly actuated robots. These are 
underconstrained systems which are statically indeterminate. The control of 
forces and torques in these systems is an important and fundamental issue. 
Using a constrained optimization approach, a unified method has been 
developed. Many previous results are included and several new ones appear. 
Central to the problem is the interpretation of the Lagrangian multipliers as a 
physical quantity. Geometrically, they fully specify the distribution of forces and 
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torques in the system and lead to efficient calculation methods. By adding an 
additional kinematic quadratic constraint, directions of optimal loadings have 
been identified. This year, the loading properties been investigated and the 
overall analysis has been extended to systems encountering an environmental 
constraint. This has led to a new geometrical interpretation of the corresponding 
Lagrangian multipliers as projections of the unconstrained ones. When 
combined with some type of constitutive property such as mass, damping, or 
stiffness, the results yield loadings for which the expended energy is minimal. 
3. Elastic Robotic Systems (with T. Patterson). There are relatively limited previous 
investigations into the structure of robot compliance. The investigation focusses 
on the eigensystem of a six by six compliance matrix which similtaneously 
transforms forces and torques into linear and rotational deformations. The 
problem is not straightforward due to the fact that the action and the 
displacements are actually in two different types of coordinates. A proper 
eigenvalue problem is developed by introducing a coordinate transformation 
which changes the positive definite compliance matrix into an indefinite matrix. 
The eigenvectors are used to develop important properties such as the 
classification of robot compliance according to the existence of compliant axes. 
A force along the axis produces a parallel linear displacement and a rotation 
about the axis creates a parallel reaction couple. These axes are a central 
concept in robotics since they greatly simplify the understanding of spatial 
compliance. A second eigenvalue problem has been developed which generalizes 
the concept of compliant axes. Work this year has demonstrated that these are 
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the most significant since all compliance matrices have a full set of them. 
Analysis of their properties show that they yield both the maximum and 
minimum stiffnesses of the elastic system. This considerably simplifies what is 
otherwise a very complicated system. Analysis of singular elastic systems leads to 
a generalized eigenvalue problem with singular matrices. In this case the 
eigenvalues may become infinite and indeterminate. Initial work has been 
performed in synthesizing a singular system from a nonsingular system in order 
to have desired properties. This forms the basis for the design of robotic bracing 
mechanisms. 
4. Assembly Machines for Fine-Pitch Surface Mount Technology (with M. Shartouny). 
Circuit board assembly with fine pitch surface mount components requires 
accurate micropositioning. Current placement machines use gantry style 
geometries with integrated vision systems to increase their placement accuracy. 
This year, in order to analyze the current mechanical state-of-the-art, a previous 
static model was refined. Since most precision assembly is done at low speeds, a 
static deflection model is appropriate. It provides basic information on-·the 
accuracy of placement machines. Results of the analysis were used to develop a 
set of design guidelines for improvements in the machine structure to increase 
accuracy. For example, many assembly machines use a single·overhead rail with 
the tooling and vision system asymmetrically overhung. Using realistic beam and 
bearing stiffnesses, it was found that this arrangement made the most significant 
contribution to unwanted deflections. Based on simulations, a simple redesign 
effectively eliminated this source of errors without additional cost. A conceptual 
4-
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prototype was designed to maximize accuracy with minimize maintenance 
requirements to ensure continued precision. 
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SUMMARY 
Advances in nine areas of robotics and automation are reported: structure of Cartesian-
modelled elasticity, complex number kinematics, design and analysis of manipulators with 4th 
order kinematics, analysis of underconstrained robotic mechanisms, design of a fully dexterous 
robotic wrist, design of fine-pitch placement machines, automatic robotic workcell calibration, 
root-locus analysis of manipulator kinematics, and singularity analysis of manipulators. 
Key findings include: identification of extremal properties of elastic systems based on 
six by six stiffness matrices and screw theory; the physical properties of complex joint angles 
in manipulators due to violation of kinematic constraints; the kinematic design of five new 
robot geometries suitable for industrial applications; a geometric characterization of properties 
for underconstrained robotic mechanisms such as walking machines, cooperative robots, and 
dexterous hands; and the design and implementation of the first robotic wrist that can attain 
every possible orientation. 
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DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS 
Nine basic areas of research are summarized. The first four areas correspond to Ph.D. theses 
and are given the greatest detail. The remaining five areas correspond to M.S. theses and are 
presented much more concisely. 
1. Structure of Cartesian-Modelled Elasticity (with T. Patterson, Ph.D.). There have 
been relatively limited previous investigations into the geometrical structure of generalized 
Hooke's Law for an elastically suspended rigid body. This work focusses on 6 x 6 stiffness 
and compliance matrices modelling stable systems about an equilibrium. The matrices 
relate applied forces and torques (wrenches} to the resulting linear and angular deforma-
tions {deformation twists). Both positive definite and semi-positive definite matrices are 
analyzed. Two generalized eigenvalue problems have been investigated in detail. 
The first eigenvalue problem was introduced by Ball {1900}. Contributions include 
the identification of new properties which are used to classify elastic systems based on 
the existence of compliant axes. A force along a compliant axes creates a parallel linear 
deformation and an angular deformation about a compliant axis creates a reaction couple. 
Essentially, it represents decoupled linear and torsional springs about and axis. When 
compliant axes exist, they considerably simplify the understanding of elastic suspensions. 
For singular elastic systems, a new and important result shows that a complete set of 
eigenvectors does not exist when the null space of the matrix contains an isotropic (self-
reciprocal} subspace. In practice this is very common and makes the delineation of physical 
properties difficult. 
The second eigenvalue problem was developed by expanding upon the work of Di-
mentberg {1965}. Actually, it consists of a pair of eigenvalue problems. In the opinion 
of the authors, the investigation of these problems has provided the fundamental tools 
to investigate generalized compliance and stiffness. They apply equally to the nonsingu-
lar and singular cases. Principal results show that there always exists three orthogonal 
wrench-compliant axes and three orthogonal twist-compliant axes. Together these form 
5 
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the six eigenvectors. A wrench along a wrench-compliant axis produces a (pure) parallel 
linear deformation of the body. A twist along a twist-compliant axis produces a (pure) 
parallel reaction couple. These are proper generalizations of the compliant axis notion. 
A'JI st ~iffness and compliance matrices have full sets of these elements. They are used in a 
congruence transformation to diagonalize the stiffness and compliance matrices. The di-
agonal elements are the eigenvalues representing the stationary values of linear compliance 
and angular stiffness. The eigenvectors are then used to define a center-of-elasticity whose 
properties are investigated. By analogy, the six eigenvectors can be used to generalize the 
concept of principal axes of inertia to six dimensions. 
2. Complex Number Kinematics (with E. Pohl, Ph.D.). It is believed that this is the first 
comprehensive vvork to investigate the kinematics of complex joint angles. While complex 
number representations have been used to represent real joint angles of mechanisms, e.g. 
Sandor {1959), typically the angles themselves are not considered to be complex. For 
a manipulator, if a specified position and orientation of the terminal link is outside of 
the vvorkspace, then the inverse kinematic calculation returns complex joint angles. Since 
complex joint angles cannot be actuated, for practical applications it is necessary to map 
them into real joint angles. The result is that an alternative motion is executed. The 
simplest mapping is to merely use the real part of the joint angle. For several types of 
manipulators, it is proved that this best approximates the position or orientation. General 
· criteria are developed which delineate additional suitable mappings. A transcendental 
mapping is examined which also has application to joint angles with finite rotation limits 
and to prismatic joints. 
Importantly, the additional computational expense can be almost negligible if complex 
joint angles are immediately mapped before they are used to calculate the remaining joint 
angles. In general this produces different results than mapping the angles after they are all 
determined. A useful application is to teleoperator systems where a human directly controls 
a manipulator using a manual control device. Humans routinely specify locations outside 
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of the vvorkspace. The complex angle mapping provides a graceful means of recovery 
which in many cases provides an optimal and easily predictable alternative motion. 
The mapping technique has also been extended to instantaneous kinematics and 
velocity control. It incorporates a new method of kinematic control near singular config-
urations. Essentially, the mapping method approximates velocity control using a second 
order approximation of the motion. While this requires the solution of a system of poly-
nomial equations, the multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson technique has proven efficient 
in simulations. 
3. Design and Analysis of Manipulators with Fourth Order Kinematics (with D. Smith, 
Ph.D.). A new technique has been developed to analyze fourth degree manipulators and 
by extension, fourth degree polynomials. Currently, almost all industrial manipulators 
belong to a rather limited class in which the inverse position kinematics may be solved 
by consecutive quadratic equations. The next level of design requires the solution of 
quartic polynomials for which the properties are substantially more difficult to analyze. 
The problem is transformed into the investigation of a linear pencil of conics. Using the 
weH-known invariants of conics, all such manipulators can be given a unique classification. 
Because the coefficients may contains hundreds of terms with physical dimensions, a 
symbolic manipulation program facilitates the derivations. 
Tvvo important applications have been made. First, it has been discovered that 
degenerate conic pencils, which always contain a pair of parallel lines, yields the criteria 
for fourth order kinematics to degenerate into the simpler second order kinematics. For 
manipulators which contain a wrist {the most common), seven second order designs have 
been found, five of which are previously unknown and have potential industrial application. 
Second, the conic representation has been used to evaluate the vvorkspace properties for 
fourth order manipulators. This includes the indentification of vvorkspace singularities 
which must always be considered in control. 
7 
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4. Analysis of Underconstrained Robotic Mechanisms (with J. Joh, Ph.D.) This work 
focusses on dexterous hands, walking machines, multiple ar.med and redundantly actuated 
manipulators. These are underconstrained systems which are statically indeterminate. 
The control of forces and torques in these systems is an important and fundamental issue. 
Using a constrained optimization approach, a unified method has been developed. Many 
previous results are included and several new ones developed. 
Central to the problem is a new interpretation of Lagrangian multipliers as a physical 
quantity called the Lagrangian screw. Geometrically, they fully specify the distribution of 
forces and torques in the system. By adding an additional quadratic kinematic constraint, 
directions of optimal loadings are identified. The overall analysis has been extended to 
include systems with an environmental constraint. This has led to a new geometrical inter-
pretation of the corresponding Lagrangian multipliers as projections of the unconstrained 
ones. When combined with a constitutive property such as inertia, damping, or stiffness, 
the results yield loadings for which the expended energy is minimal. 
5. Design of a Fully Dexterous Robotic Wrist (with S. Coleman, M.S.) A novel wrist 
is designed and prototyped which allows continuous rotations of all three joint angles. 
Based on a spherical linkage, the wrist can orientate an object in any direction with any 
spin. The hand is located at the wrist center so that any external force load intersects 
each joint axis. Thus joint torques are unnecessary to maintain static equilbrium. This is 
· especially useful for carrying large gravity loads using light-duty actuation. 
6. Design of Fine-Pitch Surface Mount Placement Machines (with M. Shartouny, 
M.S.) Several placement machines are modelled using representative bearing and beam 
stiffnesses. Based on simulation results, a redesign eliminates a major source of placement 
errors without increasing cost. 
7. Automated Workcell Calibration (with M. Duggan, M.S.) A novel positioning cali-
8 
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bration procedure for industrial manipulators is developed using a six degree-of-freedom 
force/torque cell. It is a relatively simple routine and calculation that can be performed 
daily or before processing a new production batch. 
8. Root-Locus Analysis of Manipulator Kinematics (with Y.S. Park, M.S.) A new 
kinematic analysis is developed by transferring the root-locus method from control theory. 
An irr1portant result is that root-locus breakpoints correspond to singular configurations. 
By adjusting physical dimensions, open-loop poles and zeros change and the locations of 
the singularities are correspondingly altered. 
9. Singularity Analysis of Manipulators (with E. Pohl, M.S.) For several industrial ma-
nipulators, an exhaustive enumeration of singularities and their simultaneous occurrence 
is developed. Using a novel recursive formulation and a tree structure, corr1binations of 
pr.i,mary singularities yield the possible secondary and ternary singularities. 
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